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ABSTRACT

The use of synthetic biological circuits to deal with
numerous biological challenges has been proposed
in several studies, but its implementation is still re-
mote. A major problem encountered is the complex-
ity of the cellular engineering needed to achieve
complex biological circuits and the lack of general-
purpose biological systems. The generation of re-
programmable circuits can increase circuit flexibility
and the scalability of complex cell-based computing
devices. Here we present a new architecture to pro-
duce reprogrammable biological circuits that allow
the development of a variety of different functions
with minimal cell engineering. We demonstrate the
feasibility of creating several circuits using only a
small set of engineered cells, which can be exter-
nally reprogrammed to implement simple logics in
response to specific inputs. In this regard, depend-
ing on the computation needs, a device composed
of a number of defined cells can generate a vari-
ety of circuits without the need of further cell en-
gineering or rearrangements. In addition, the inclu-
sion of a memory module in the circuits strongly
improved the digital response of the devices. The
reprogrammability of biological circuits is an intrin-
sic capacity that is not provided in electronics and
it may be used as a tool to solve complex biological
problems.

INTRODUCTION

The response of a biological system to stimuli, whether nat-
ural or synthetic, can ultimately be understood in terms of
computation. Information processing and adaptation are

two basic aspects of living systems, and they are two faces
of the computational nature of cellular circuits (1). Building
synthetic cellular devices able to perform complex compu-
tations is at the root of synthetic biology (2,3). In this con-
text, the establishment of standard technology for designing
and building programmable cellular computers for general
purposes would provide new solutions for complex prob-
lems in many fields, such as biomedicine -with new treat-
ments for complex diseases (4–6), bioremediation (7) and
bio-industry (8), among many others. However, progress in
this respect is hampered by lack of technological maturity
to overcome problems such as issues relating to metabolic
burden (9), unexpected interactions with the host cell (9)
and the so-called wiring problem. These factors are closely
related to the particular nature of biological systems (10)
and are not present when computation is performed in other
substrates such as electronic ones. Consequently, to date,
most cellular computational devices have been developed
and optimized for a single purpose, i.e. one problem one so-
lution, and have usually been obtained after a costly trial
and error process (11).

To overcome these limitations, the use of multicellular
consortia to build biological circuits has been explored (12–
14). Previous studies demonstrated that distributed compu-
tation in such consortia allows complex computations (15)
in an easier and reusable manner. In these multicellular em-
bodiments, each engineered cell corresponds to a module of
the computation, which provides the flexibility to create new
circuits by exchanging cells without additional cellular en-
gineering. Furthermore, the use of space as an additional
computational element also helps to reduce the need for
cell engineering (15,16). Despite these improvements, scal-
ability in computational complexity continues to be con-
strained by the increasing number of cell-cell connections
required, each one of which must be implemented by dif-
ferent molecules (17). To address this limitation, a new ap-
proach was implemented based on the use of inverted logic
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based in distinct spatially segregated multicellular consor-
tia (18). This strategy allowed for circuits of high complex-
ity (e.g. a multiplexer 4-to-1 that senses six different inputs)
with simpler wiring requirements and with the possibility
to act, for instance, as memory devices (19) or with time-
dependent dynamic responses (20).

Building general-purpose biological systems is still a lim-
itation in the field. A reprogrammable circuit offers clear
advantages in terms of flexibility and reusability with re-
spect to most biological circuits developed to date, which
can perform only one defined computation, with different
degrees of complexity (11,21). Here we have used multi-
cellular consortia to generate fully reprogrammable cellu-
lar devices. To implement any arbitrary computation, we
have created a universal platform composed of engineered
cell types that modify their behavior in response to exter-
nal reprogramming signals, thereby allowing different com-
putations to be achieved using the same computing sub-
strate (biological device). In addition, we have coupled to
the reprogrammable biological devices a memory module
that can store computation improving the digital output re-
sponse of the circuit. The development of reconfigurable bi-
ological circuits serves to demonstrate that biological com-
putation can be highly flexible and dynamic in complex
environments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Engineered yeast cell library and growth conditions

Yeast strain W303 (ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-
1 can1-100) was used in this study. Reprogrammable In-
put Layer cells (RIL cells) were genetically modified to
produce Saccharomyces cerevisiae �-factor (Sc�F) follow-
ing XOR logic. The output layer cells (OL1 cells) con-
trolled output expression (fluorescent protein yEGFP) in
response to Sc�F. The memory module includes two cells;
both implement a NOT logic and the co-culture produces a
double-negative-feedback. NOT Sc�F and NOT Sj�F cells
inhibiting each other by the production of two different
pheromones, Schizosaccharomyces japonicus �-factor long
version (Sj�F l) and Sc�F, respectively. Each cell type used
in this study is fully described in the Supplementary Data.
The schematic genotypic of cells and plasmids are sum-
marized in Figure S2 and S12, and Tables S1 and S2. Re-
combinant DNA techniques and transformation of bacte-
rial and yeast cells were performed using standard meth-
ods. Some plasmids were generated using the MoClo Yeast
Toolkit (YTK) modular cloning system (22). Building of
plasmid constructs to use with standards of MoClo Yeast
was achieved using Golden Gate assembly as described in
(22). All new part sequences were either mutated or syn-
thesized to avoid of the BsmBI, BsaI, and NotI recognition
sequences. Plasmids were amplified using Escherichia coli
DH5� or OmniMax-competent cells grown at 37◦C in LB
medium supplemented with appropriate antibiotics. Yeast
cells were grown overnight in YPD without reaching sta-
tionary phase and then diluted to mid-exponential phase at
30◦C. Cell proportions and computing times for each com-
puting circuit are indicated in the following sections and in
figure legends.

Hormones and synthetic pheromones

17-�-Estradiol (EST), progesterone (PRO) and dexam-
ethasone (DEX) hormones (Sigma-Aldrich) were dis-
solved following the manufacturer’s recommendations.
The synthetic �-factor mating pheromones from Gib-
berella zeae (Gz�F; WCTWKGQPCW), Candida albicans
(Ca�F; GFRLTNFGYFEPG), Paracoccidioides brasilien-
sis (Pb�F; WCTRPGQGC), and Schizosaccharomyces
japonicus long version (Sj�F l; PERRVSDRVKQMLSH-
WWNFRNPDTAN) were synthesized by the Peptide Syn-
thesis Facility (UPF). The long version of S. japonicus alpha
factor was selected because of its ability to highly induce the
pheromone pathway in S. cerevisiae cells carrying SjSTE2
gene and particularly for the narrow dynamic range of ac-
tivation at nM dose-range (24) useful to generate a clear
digital behavior. The peptides were diluted in H2O to a fi-
nal concentration of 3 mM for Gz�F,Pb�F, and Sj�F l and
500 �M for Ca�F and then stored at −20◦C. S. cerevisiae �-
factor mating pheromone (Sc�F; WHWLQLKPGQPMY)
was purchased from ChinaPeptides Co., Ltd and dissolved
in 50% methanol.

Output fluorescence measurements

Computational output was assessed by flow cytometry. Af-
ter circuit computation, samples were diluted in PBS and
analyzed using spectral flow cytometry Sony SA3800 Spec-
tral Analyzer (4-laser prism array and 32-channel PMT as
detection optics) or Cytek® Aurora (4-laser and 64 Flu-
orescence Emission Detection Channels). The full spec-
trum (420–800 nm SA3800 or 365–829 nm Aurora) of 10
000 yeast cells were recorded from each sample according
to their FSC and SSC distributions and unmixed to iden-
tify the fluorescence signal for each fluorophore (mCherry,
iRFP or GFP). The OL1 cells express constitutive mCherry,
to distinguish them from other cells in the consortia, were
selected by gate filtration using mCherry signal. Specific
emission of GFP fluorescence by OL1 gated cells was mea-
sured versus side scatter (SSC) or versus autofluorescence
channel (AF) when Cytek® Aurora was used (Supplemen-
tary Figure S5A). When OL1 cells were used, an output
expression below 30% of GFP-positive cells corresponded
to the 0 logic state (low threshold) and above 60% to the
1 logic state (high threshold) as in (18). To read the out-
put coming from the memory module, reporter Sj�F cells
were diluted in supernatant coming from circuits. Samples
were analyzed using spectral flow cytometry Cytek® Au-
rora. The full spectrum (365–829 nm) of 5000 yeast cells
were recorded from each sample according to their FSC and
SSC distributions and unmixed to identify the fluorescence
signal for each fluorophore (iRFP or GFP). Reporter Sj�F
cells express constitutive iRFP were selected by gate filtra-
tion using iRFP signal. Then mean GFP fluorescence ver-
sus autofluorescence channel (AF) was measured, plotted as
GFP intensity in arbitrary units (AU), or expressed as fold-
change of each chamber in front of different inputs combi-
nations (Supplementary Figure S5B). Cytometry data were
analyzed using FlowJo™ Software (BD Life Sciences) and
expressed as mean percentage of GFP fluorescence of OL1
or fold-change in multi-chamber circuits. The mean GFP
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intensity and chamber fold-change were calculated using
the same software as for reporter Sj�F cells.

For microscopic analyses, cells were harvested and resus-
pended in PBS (Supplementary Figure S9). Images were
collected with a Nikon Eclipse Ti Microscope using NIS el-
ements Software (Nikon) and analyzed using ImageJ.

Characterization of engineered cells

The growth rates and transfer functions of engineered
cells of a given consortia were measured individually
against all inputs for each circuit. For growth rate mea-
surements, cells were diluted to OD600 nm 0.05 in YPD
for 18 h and their growth curve was measured every 30
min in a Synergy H1 (BioTeK). Growth rate (�) of dif-
ferent strains was measured using Growth Curves Anal-
ysis app based on Opm R-package (https://github.com/
mdphan/GrowthCurvesAnalysis shinyApp). The different
growth rates were used to balance the proportion of each
cell within the consortia.

For transfer function calculation, RIL cells were grown in
YPD to mid-exponential phase and then diluted and mixed
with OL1 cells at a ratio of 7.5:1 (10:1 ratio for RIL2).
The mixture was subjected to different concentrations of in-
put, reprogrammers or combination of both at a range of
concentrations. Results were expressed as the percentage of
GFP-positive cells assessed by flow cytometry using Sony
SA3800 Spectral Analyzer and experimental data were fit-
ted to a Hill equation using the sigmoidal fitting described
in (23) All tested cells exhibited proper behavior that al-
lowed the definition of clear thresholds between the 0 and 1
logic states. Based on these results, we established the con-
centration of inputs used in each of the circuits.

The transfer function of the reporter Sj�F cell was as-
sessed by growing cells OD600 nm = 0.2 in YPD in response
to different concentrations of synthetic Sj�F l. Samples
were incubated for 4 h at 30◦C and analyzed by flow cytom-
etry using Cytek® Aurora and fitted to Hill equation (Sup-
plementary Figure S13A). For the transfer function of the
cells of the memory module, cells were grown individually
or together at a ratio 3:1 (NOT-Sc�F:NOT-Sj�F) in YPD
to mid-exponential phase. The mixture was subjected to dif-
ferent concentrations of Sj�F l, for NOT-Sj�F, or Sc�F for
NOT-Sc�F or both NOT cells. Supernatant was collected
after 4 h and then reporter Sc�F was added for 4 h to the
quantification of ScaF coming from NOT- Sj�F. The su-
pernatant from NOT-Sj�F or memory module was added
to Sj�F as before to measure Sj�F l accumulation. Results
obtained by flow cytometry using Cytek® Aurora were ex-
pressed as the percentage of reporter Sj�F GFP-positive
cells fitted to a Hill equation as described above. The per-
centage of activation was based on the maximum stimula-
tion of reporter Sc�F with synthetic Sc�F or the reporter
Sj�F l with synthetic Sj�F l (Supplementary Figure S13 B
and C).

Crosstalk analyses

The orthogonality of the yeast hormones used in this study
(EST, PRO, and DEX) was assessed previously (18). The or-
thogonality of pheromones was tested in (24). In addition,

we tested the crosstalk of various �-factors using two dis-
tinct approaches. Cells expressing GFP under the control of
FUS1 promoter and the different STE2 receptors (ScSTE2,
CaSTE2, GzSTE2, PbSTE2 and SjSTE2) were grown in
YPD to mid-exponential phase with 12.5 �M of each �-
factor (Sc�F, Ca�F, Gz�F, Pb�F and Sj�F l) (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7). Moreover, perturbation of OL1 cells caused
by the presence of the �-factors was analyzed by measur-
ing their transfer function (Supplementary Figure S3). Cells
were treated with different concentrations of S. cerevisiae �-
factor in the presence of 12.5 �M of Gz�F, Ca�F, Pb�F and
Sj�F l. In both experiments, cells at OD600 nm 0.2 were incu-
bated in YPD for 4 h at 30◦C and analyzed by flow cytome-
try. Results are expressed as the percentage of GFP-positive
cells, as described before, and experimental data were fitted
to a Hill equation.

Implementation of reprogrammable circuits with OL1

The circuits shown in Figures 4–6, and S10 were built
by mixing RIL cells (2 cells for 2-input circuit or 3 cells
for 3-input circuit) with OL1 cells. The following cell ra-
tios based on the growth rate and performance of each
strain were used for 2-input circuits: RIL1:RIL2:OL1
(3:7:1), RIL1:RIL3:OL1 (4:6:1), and RIL2:RIL3:OL1
(2.8:1.8:1). In the 3-input circuit the ratio used were
RIL1:RIL2:RIL3:OL1 (2.4:4:3.2:1). Cell consortia in mid-
exponential phase were treated with different combinations
of inputs (12.5 �M Gz�F, 12.5 �M Ca�F, and 12.5 �M
Pb�F) and, as is indicated, with combinations of repro-
grammer molecules (0.5 �M EST, 1 �M PRO and 350 �M
DEX) in 96-well plates. After 6 h of computation at 30◦C, to
allow the consortia to reach a stationary state and produce
enough wiring molecules, the percentage of GFP-positive
cells of the output layer for each combination of inputs in
each chamber was analyzed by flow cytometry. A positive
signal (more than 60%) in any consortium accounts for 1 as
the final output of the circuit. The same was done for nega-
tive (<30%) output (0).

Several chambers were used in 3-input circuits (Figure 6)
each one producing a different level of GFP expression from
OL1. In order to unify the output of the circuit, GFP lev-
els from the different chambers were mathematically calcu-
lated as follows. The basal levels of GFP for each chamber
was then determined by calculating the mean of at least four
conditions with the lowest % GFP. This ‘chamber back-
ground’ was subtracted from all values and the corrected
values were then used to calculate the fold-change induction
in each chamber considering the highest value obtained as
1. The final output of the circuit for each combination of
inputs was determined by selecting the highest normalized
value of all chambers. Finally, the mean and standard devia-
tion of circuit outputs of different independent experiments
were calculated to generate the figure plot.

Implementation of reprogrammable circuits with a memory
module

The circuits shown in Figure 7 and Supplementary Fig-
ures S14–S16 were built by mixing the three different
RIL cells with the memory module consisting in a mix-
ture of a NOT-Sc�F and a NOT-Sj�F as the output

https://github.com/mdphan/GrowthCurvesAnalysis_shinyApp
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layer. In every chamber, RIL cells were mixed at ini-
tial OD600 nm = 0.25 at proportion RIL1:RIL2 (2.5:3),
RIL1:RIL3 (2.5:3) and RIL1:RIL2:RIL3 (1:1.35:1.25). Af-
ter washing twice in YPD by centrifugation, cells NOT-
Sc�F and NOT-Sj�F were diluted at OD600 nm = 1 with ra-
tio 3:1 (NOT-Sc�F:NOT-Sj�F). As in circuits containing
the OL1 cell as the output layer, cell consortia were treated
with different combinations of inputs (12.5 �M Gz�F, 12.5
�M Ca�F and 12.5 �M Pb�F) and, as is indicated, with
combinations of reprogrammer molecules (0.5 �M EST, 1
�M PRO and 350 �M DEX) in 96-well plates. After 6 h
of computation at 30◦C, plates were centrifuged to elimi-
nate the supernatant that contained inputs and reprogram-
mer molecules, cells were washed in YPD, diluted and incu-
bated for an additional 16 h to fix the memory in the mem-
ory module. After the memory has been set, the supernatant
of the different chambers was collected and the output was
assessed using the reporter Sj�F cells for 4 h (Supplemen-
tary Figure S5B). The output of the circuit was expressed
in absolute numbers of GFP intensity (AU) (Figure 7 and
Supplementary Figures S14 and S15) or fold-change (Sup-
plementary Figure S16).

RESULTS

Design of reprogrammable multicellular circuits

To implement multiuse reprogrammable biological devices,
we designed a new general architecture based on the spatial
segregation of multicellular consortia with inverted logic
(18–20) (Figure 1A). Several independent chambers orga-
nized in two different layers compose a general computa-
tional device. The first layer in each chamber is the input
layer (IL), composed by different cell types able to produce
an internal wiring molecule (�) in response to a single ex-
ternal input (xi). The relationship between input detection
and wiring molecule production can follow ID logic, i.e. � is
produced when xi is present, or NOT logic, i.e. � is produced
when xi is absent. The second layer is the output layer (OL),
implementing the so-called inverted logic, i.e. the output is
produced in the absence of �. Finally, outputs produced in
each chamber are combined to give the final output of the
device. Of note, in this architecture, the computation is en-
coded in the different combinations of ID or NOT logic
present in the input layer.

To develop a general reprogrammable device, we made
a new generation of sensor cells conforming a repro-
grammable input layer (RIL). Each cell of the RIL has
the ability to produce a wiring molecule � according to ID
or NOT logic in response to external inputs xi in a regu-
lated manner (Figure 1B). Briefly, the logic, ID or NOT,
performed by each cell type can be selected using an ex-
ternal reprogramming signal pi, specific to each cell type.
In the absence of the reprogramming signal pi, a cell re-
sponding to input xi behaves as an ID logic gate, i.e. � =
Id(xi), whereas in the presence of the reprogrammer the cell
shifts its behavior, responding as a NOT logic gate, i.e. � =
NOT(xi). The overall behavior of a RIL cell can be defined
as an XOR gate (Figure 1B). Of note, in each consortium,
RIL cells produced the same wiring molecule �. The wiring
molecules produced by these RIL XOR cells were combined

and determine the response of them linked to the NOT gate
of the OL1 cells. The combination of them yields the final
outcome of the circuit. Interestingly, only one wire � was
needed and the output of the whole circuit was the OR com-
bination of each consortium output (Figure 1A).

This design allowed a single biological device to imple-
ment different logic circuits simply by externally adding a
particular combination of reprogramming molecules. The
scalability of this architecture in terms of number of dif-
ferent circuits, the maximum number of different cell types
and the maximum number of chambers required to imple-
ment these circuits were computationally analyzed for cir-
cuits responding to a different number of inputs. The com-
putational results revealed that the proposed approach is
scalable and that a large number of computational circuits
(e.g. 65 536 number of circuits for four inputs) could be
implemented with a reduced number of cells and 8 cham-
bers (Supplementary Figure S1A). Also, most of the 256
circuits for 3 inputs could be implemented with only 2–4
chambers (Figure S1B). Therefore, while the number of cells
showed a linear increase depending on the number of in-
puts N, the number of chambers increases according to 2N

and the number of circuits that could be implemented scales
super-exponentially, i.e. 22N

, thus, the circuits that could be
implemented showed an exponential increase.

Design and genetic engineering of a cell library to implement
reprogrammable biocomputing circuits

The implementation of the general platform for repro-
grammable cellular circuits required the construction of a
library of engineered cells involved in the different layers.
For RIL cells, a general genetic architecture implementing
XOR logic was designed (Figure 2A). Briefly, the expression
of a gene of interest (GOI) was triggered by a transcription
factor (TF) induced by two independent promoters that re-
spond to either the presence of an input (xi) or a reprogram-
mer (pi), respectively. The regulation of TF activity had two
layers of control (transcriptional and post-translational reg-
ulation). At the transcriptional level, the TF was induced
by the presence of xi or pi or was inhibited by two differ-
ent types of repressor (TR-B or TR-A), whose expression
was regulated by xi or pi, respectively. TR-A (induced by
pi) inhibited the expression of the TF by xi, and TR-B (in-
duced by xi) repressed the induction of the TF by pi. At the
post-translational level, the TF was degraded by the action
of a post-translational repressor complex P-TR C-D. This
complex involved two components, P-TR C, expressed in
presence of xi, and P-TR D expressed in presence of pi. The
design of this complex network of repressors and inducible
promoters allowed us to obtain digital behavior of the cells
in the consortia. Some of the inducible promoters that re-
ceived the signal from xi and pi were synthetic hybrid pro-
moters to be induced by the specific signal, but they also
contained operator regions for specific transcriptional re-
pressors (TRs). Therefore, these synthetic hybrid promoters
were induced by desired input and could be inhibited using
orthogonal and specific repressors for each promoter (TR A
or TR B). The inhibition exerted by the transcriptional re-
pressors TR A and TR B may not be sufficient to fully shut
down promoter activity. To obtain a digital behavior, we im-
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Figure 1. General architecture of multicellular reprogrammable circuits. (A) Any arbitrary reprogrammable cellular circuit can be implemented by com-
bining Z different chambers. In each chamber there is a multicellular consortium composed by cells that detect external inputs xi and reprogrammers pi
(the Reprogrammable Input layer (RIL)), and cells that produce the final output. i.e. the output layer. RIL cells produce a wiring molecule � in response
to an external input xi according to Identity (ID) logic, i.e. � is produced in the presence of xi, or NOT logic, i.e. � is produced in the absence of xi. The
logic of the response can be re-programmed in RIL cells by means of external signals pi. In the absence of pi, RIL cells respond with ID logic, whereas
in the presence of pi the same cell behaves following NOT logic. (B) Schematic representation of the different behavior of RIL cells in response to the
combination of the input xi and the reprogramming molecule pi. According to the truth table, the overall behavior of RIL cells corresponds to XOR logic.

plemented an additional layer of repression in the system by
controlling TF degradation. Of note, post-translational re-
pression must be done only when the two signals, xi and pi,
are present in the media, so an active degradation complex
is created only in this condition. This was accomplished us-
ing a degradation complex of two subunits that was active
only when both P-TR C and P-TR D were present. Finally,
the GOI was a secretable molecule that has to be excreted
outside the cell in order to be used as a wiring molecule.

The logic of a RIL cell is then as follows (truth table in
Figure 2A). In the absence of xi and pi, (i.e. xi = 0 and
pi = 0), the TF was not produced and there was no expres-
sion of GOI (GOI = 0). In the presence only of input (xi), i.e.
xi = 1 and pi = 0, the TF, TR B and P-TR C were expressed.
Under this configuration, the GOI was expressed (GOI = 1)
because the full repressor complex P-TR was not formed,
hence the promoter that responds to xi was activated. The
expression of TR B had no effect on the system. In contrast,
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Figure 2. Schematic representation and internal architecture of input and output layer cells. (A) General architecture of RIL cells. Different promoters
regulated by input xi or reprogrammer signals pi control the expression of Transcriptional Repressors (TR A and TR B), the Transcription Factor (TF),
or the elements that regulate the degradation of the transcriptional factor [Post-translational Repressor (P-TR C-D)] that modulates the expression of the
gene of interest (GOI). Truth table describing the expression of intermediate elements that regulate the expression of the GOI upon different combinations
of signals. (B) General architecture of output layer cell. As in panel (A) the scheme shows the internal architecture to generate NOT logic using the wiring
molecule (Sc�F) coming from IL cells as an input. The promoters regulating the expression of a transcription factor (TF) and one of the elements of
the repressing complex (P-TR A) are induced by the wiring molecule whilst the rest of promoters are constitutively active. Genetic circuits modulate the
expression of GFP as output of the circuit.
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in the absence of external input but in presence of a repro-
grammable signal, i.e. xi = 0 and pi = 1, the TF, TR A and
P-TR D were produced. Again, in this case, the GOI was
expressed (GOI = 1) because induction of the TF was stim-
ulated by pi and the absence of the full repressor complex
P-TR. The expression of TR A had no effect on the sys-
tem. Finally, in the presence of an input and a reprogram-
mer (xi and pi), i.e. xi = 1 and pi = 1, the induction and ac-
tivity of the TF was prevented by the two regulatory mecha-
nisms. The main regulation was exerted by the repression of
TF transcription though the binding of TR A and TR B at
their respective promoters, which regulate the induction of
the TF. To complement the transcriptional repression, the
combination of P-TR C and P-TR D formed a functional
P-TR C-D repressor complex that led to TF degradation.
As a result of the action of the two mechanisms, the GOI
was not expressed (GOI = 0).

To experimentally validate this general architecture, a li-
brary of engineered cells was built using S. cerevisiae as
a model organism. We used pheromone �-factors from
G. zeae (Gz�F), C. albicans (Ca�F) and P. brasiliensis
(Pb�F) as input molecules (xi). The pheromone pathway
is a MAPK signaling cascade that is well characterized
in S. cerevisiae (25) and other yeast (26). The conserva-
tion of this pathway among yeast has allowed the use
of highly orthogonal peptide pheromones from different
species by simply replacing the corresponding upstream
pheromone receptor (27). S. cerevisiae cells can be modified
to express pheromone receptors from other fungi species
that activate the pheromone signaling pathway in the pres-
ence of the �-factor of the same species (15,24). To cre-
ate cells able to specifically sense the different pheromone
inputs, we generated S. cerevisiae cells constitutively ex-
pressing GzSte2, CaSte2 or PbSte2 receptors. Three hor-
mones, namely 17-�-estradiol (EST), progesterone (PRO)
and dexamethasone (DEX), were used as reprogrammer
molecules (reprogrammers) pi. S. cerevisiae sense these
hormones through the expression of specific receptors
for each hormone (18,28) (see Supplementary Data for
details).

To generate the library of RIL cells based on the use of
these pheromone and hormone receptors, we integrated and
modified several genes and promoters in the yeast genome
(schematically depicted in Supplementary Figure S2; and
fully described in Supplementary Data). The RIL cell li-
brary involved three cell types: RIL1 cells responding to
Gz�F that can be reprogrammed by EST; RIL2 cells re-
sponding to Ca�F that can be reprogrammed by PRO; and
RIL3 cells responding to Pb�F that can be reprogrammed
by DEX (see Supplementary Data for details). All these
cells produced the same wiring molecule in response to in-
put, following the logic defined by the reprogramming sig-
nal. The �-factor from S. cerevisiae (Sc�F) serves as the
wiring molecule to connect the RIL cells with the output
layer.

The output layer was composed by a single cell type,
namely OL1 (see Supplementary Data for details), which
produced the final output of the circuit in response to the
wiring molecule Sc�F, following NOT logic. As proof-of-
principle, the final output was the expression of a green fluo-
rescent protein (GFP) that could be easily monitored by mi-

croscopy and flow cytometry (Figure 2B depicts the general
architecture of this cell). The wiring molecule (Sc�F) trig-
gered the expression of a TF that inhibited the expression of
constitutive promoters driving GFP expression. Like RIL
cells, a second layer of control was introduced into the sys-
tem, which regulated the levels of GFP by protein degra-
dation. Thus, Sc�F also activated the expression of P-TR
C, which, combined with the constitutively expressed P-
TR D, formed an active complex. The resulting P-TR C-D
complex degraded GFP. The combination of the two mech-
anisms allowed for the implementation of NOT logic, in
which GFP was not expressed in the presence of the wiring
molecule Sc�F. In contrast, in the absence of Sc�F, TF and
P-TR A were not produced, thus allowing the expression of
GFP, as described in the corresponding truth table (Figure
2B). The response of OL1 cells to Sc�F was well character-
ized and described in (18). Here we tested whether the trans-
fer function of these cells in response to Sc�F was affected
by the presence of other �-factors used in the circuit (Gz�F,
Ca�F, and Pb�F). No significant differences in the transfer
function of OL1 cells were observed in any case (Supple-
mentary Figure S3), thus indicating the total orthogonality
of the �-factors selected.

The RIL cell library implemented was able to respond to
three distinct pheromone inputs and three reprogrammable
molecules (steroid hormones), and it was fully character-
ized before combining them in complex circuits. Initially, we
assessed the growth rate of the RIL and OL1 cells. Tested
cells had very similar growth profiles (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4A). The similar fitness of all the cells in the consor-
tia is essential to avoid disproportions of the circuit com-
ponents during the computation and to ensure a robust re-
sponse. For this reason, we measured the growth rate (�) of
each generated strain to calculate the initial amount of each
cell to be included in the consortia to keep the proportion
of cells during the computation that it is assessed in expo-
nential phase (Supplementary Figure S4B).

Another parameter necessary to set up the cellular con-
sortia is the performance of each cell in front of the inputs
and reprogrammers. The transfer function of each cell in re-
sponse to inputs and reprogrammers was evaluated. First,
we quantified the activity of the RIL cells in combination
with OL1 cells using flow cytometry (see Supplementary
Figure S5 for experimental details). To this end, we mea-
sured GFP activity by flow cytometry in the presence of in-
creasing concentrations of �-factors or hormones. For all
conditions, the RIL cells exhibited proper double state be-
havior in response to inputs and reprogrammers (Supple-
mentary Figure S6A), indicating high production of Sc�F
at low concentrations of inputs or reprogrammers. An addi-
tional transfer function was generated for each cell by fixing
the �-factor inputs while the hormones were diluted to ob-
tain their optimal range of concentrations for each type of
cell used in the consortia (Supplementary Figure S6B).

In multicellular computation, the RIL and OL1 cells
grew together in a chamber and the inputs and reprogram-
mers were presented to the whole cell consortium. It is
therefore essential to assess the possible crosstalk between
the different inputs and reprogrammers. The use of distinct
chemical families for the pheromone inputs and reprogram-
mers blocked the possible crosstalk between the two differ-
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Figure 3. Assessment of cell computation of the library of engineered RIL cells mixed with OL1 cells. Truth table generated by mixing each type of input
layer cell with the output cell (OL1). Cells stimulated with different combinations (see truth table) of input molecules (�-factor from Gibberella zeae
(Gz�F), Candida albicans (Ca�F) or Paracoccidioides brasiliensis (Pb�F)) at 12.5 �M and reprogrammer molecules (0.5 �M 17-�-estradiol (EST), 1 �M
progesterone (PRO) or 350 �M dexamethasone (DEX)) were mixed with output OL1 cells. After 4 h of computation, the percentage of GFP-positive cells
was analyzed using flow cytometry. Data represent the mean and standard error of five independent experiments.

ent signals. The orthogonality of yeast hormones used in
this study (EST, PRO and DEX) has already been assessed
(18). The orthogonality of pheromones was examined sys-
tematically (this work and (18,24,29)). Cells carrying STE2
from the corresponding species of the �-factors used were
built in a background were a pheromone-inducible FUS1
promoter controlled the expression of GFP (see Supple-
mentary Data for details). Cells induced the production of
GFP only in the presence of their specific �-factor and no
crosstalk with other �-factors was observed (Supplemen-
tary Figure S7).

To complete library characterization, a set of minimal cir-
cuits involving one RIL cell and the OL1 cell were built and
characterized. Each circuit was composed by a RIL cell that
senses a different input molecule, as well as a different re-
programmer and communicated with the output OL1 cell.
The truth table of each cell consortium and the experimen-
tal results of GFP expression obtained by flow cytometry
upon the different combinations of inputs and reprogram-
ming signals are shown in Figure 3 and Supplementary Fig-
ure S8. Of note, each minimal circuit properly responded ac-
cording to XNOR logic, resulting from the combination of
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XOR logic in RIL cells with NOT logic in OL1 cells. More-
over, there was a clear separation between 0 and 1 logic
states, indicating proper digital performance (Supplemen-
tary Figure S8). Similar results were obtained when quanti-
fying cells by microscopy (Supplementary Figure S9). As in
electronics, we defined a threshold. Cells producing an out-
put above this threshold were considered to be in the 1 logic
state, whereas when below the threshold cells were in the 0
logic state (see Material and methods). Taken together, the
new engineered cell library behaved as expected in response
to the different inputs and reprogrammers.

Implementation of reprogrammable single-chamber devices
responding to two inputs

Based on the general architecture described above, we
sought to implement different logic circuits using the same
cellular device by only exposing it to external reprogram-
mers. To assess reprogrammability, first we considered bi-
ological devices composed by a single chamber containing
RIL cells responding to 2 distinct inputs. Thus, we gener-
ated a general device responding to Gz�F and Ca�F as
external inputs and containing two RIL cells (RIL1 and
RIL2) in the input layer and OL1 in the output layer. Com-
munication between the input and the output layers was
mediated by Sc�F as a wiring molecule. EST and PRO
were used as reprogrammers in the circuit to perform differ-
ent computations, such as simple 2-input logic gates (Fig-
ure 4A). As in the absence of EST and PRO (EST = 0
and PRO = 0), RIL cells responded as ID logic, which,
combined with the OL1 cells, implemented a NOR circuit.
The same cellular device behaved as an N-IMPLY circuit
in the presence of EST (EST = 1 and PRO = 0). Finally,
in presence of both reprogramming signals (EST = 1 and
PRO = 1), the device implemented an AND logic gate (Fig-
ure 4A). Our results thus indicate that reprogrammability
using the same biological device can be achieved to obtain
different 2-input logic circuits.

A second device was implemented, including one of the
previous cells (RIL1) with the RIL3 cell of the library. This
single-chamber circuit responded to Gz�F and Pb�F as ex-
ternal inputs and was reprogrammed using EST and DEX.
As in the previous circuit, the input layer was mixed with
OL1 cells, and NOR, N-IMPLY and AND logic circuits
were implemented depending on the combination of the re-
programmer signals (Figure 4B). A third device contain-
ing RIL2 and RIL3 cells was also implemented. In this de-
vice Ca�F and Pb�F where used as external inputs and
was reprogrammed using PRO and DEX to achieve NOR,
N-IMPLY and AND logic circuits (Supplementary Figure
S10). Taken together, reprogrammable circuits can be im-
plemented with the engineered RIL cells in the multicellular
consortia.

Implementation of a multi-input reprogrammable single-
chamber circuit responding to three inputs

To assess the feasibility of increasing the complexity of re-
programmable cellular circuits, a device responding to three
external inputs in a single chamber was implemented. This
device, which contained a consortium comprising the three

RIL cells and the OL1 cells, responded to three inputs,
namely Gz�F, Ca�F and Pb�F, and could be reconfigured
by three reprogrammers (EST, PRO and DEX). Figure 5
provides a schematic representation of this cellular device
and the truth tables of the different logic circuits for all
possible combinations of reprogrammers and external in-
puts. The experimental results showed good performance
for every combination and, as in circuits with two inputs,
a clear differentiation between 0 and 1 logic states was ob-
served. Thus, chambers with three inputs and three repro-
grammers can be used to obtain complex responses, thereby
indicating that potentially more complex circuits could be
created by combining several units of this single-chamber
system.

Implementation of fully reprogrammable complex circuits re-
sponding to 3 inputs

The combination of three inputs and three reprogram-
mers permitted the implementation of highly complex re-
programmable devices. To demonstrate the feasibility of
our approach, we built a device with four identical cham-
bers responding to three input molecules (Gz�F, Ca�F
and Pb�F). Each chamber contained the same multicellu-
lar consortium composed by the three RIL and the OL1
cells (Figure 6A; pluripotential device). According to Sup-
plementary Figure S1B, any arbitrary logic circuit (up to
256 different circuits) responding to three inputs can be re-
programmed in this device. Of note, although four is the
maximum number of chambers for circuits responding up
to three inputs, most of the circuits can be implemented
with only three chambers (234 different circuits). In order
to automate the design of complex reprogrammable cir-
cuits involving several inputs, chambers and reprogram-
mers, we developed a new open source software applica-
tion called CDesign, available at https://zenodo.org/record/
7278286 (see Supplementary Data for details). This appli-
cation automatically transforms the truth table that defines
the desired computation into a Boolean function expressed
as a combination of XOR gates, responding to a combina-
tion of external inputs and reprogrammer signals, and NOT
gates, responding to � molecules, (see Supplementary Data
for a formal definition of this function) and maps this func-
tion of into a set of chambers. For each chamber, the soft-
ware indicates the number of required RIL cells and the spe-
cific set of reprogrammers that need to be introduced in each
chamber to configure a given circuit (see Supplementary
Figure S11 with an example). After selection of the number
of inputs and the type of response expected, this software
defined the number of chambers required to implement the
desired circuit and the cell configuration of the input layer
that would be defined with the reprogrammers.

As proof-of-principle, we used the single pluripotential
device to programme two different complex circuits: a three-
bit adder and 2-to-1 multiplexer circuits. To set up the
specific circuit in the pluripotential device, we used differ-
ent combinations of reprogrammer signals (EST, PRO and
DEX) in each of the four chambers, according to the CDe-
sign software. Regarding the three-bit adder circuit (Fig-
ure 6B), in the first chamber, the wiring molecule Sc�F was
produced in response to Gz�F following NOT logic (NOT

https://zenodo.org/record/7278286
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Figure 4. 2-input reprogrammable circuits. Upper panel: scheme of the chamber with 2-input circuit. The input layer is composed by RIL cells described
in Figure 3 and the output layer by OL1 cells. Three different logic gates (NOR, N-IMPLY and AND gates) can be implemented using the same cell device.
Schematic representation of the logic implemented in each circuit (left), truth table (middle) and percentage of GFP-positive cells (right). (A) RIL1, RIL2
and OL1 cells were mixed and treated with different combinations of inputs (12.5 �M Gz�F, 12.5 �M Ca�F) and reprogrammer molecules (0.5 �M EST,
1 �M PRO), as indicated. (B) RIL1, RIL3 and OL1 cells were mixed and treated with different combinations of inputs (12.5 �M Gz�F, 12.5 �M Pb�F)
and reprogrammer molecules (0.5 �M EST, 350 �M DEX), as indicated. After 6 h of computation, the percentage of GFP-positive cells was analyzed
using flow cytometry. Data represent the mean and standard error of five independent experiments.
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Figure 5. 3-input reprogrammable circuit. Top panel: Scheme of the chamber for 3-input circuit. The input layer is composed by the three RIL cells
described in Figure 3. The output layer comprises OL1 cells. Truth table (left) and percentage of GFP-positive cells (right) for the different combinations
of inputs and reprogrammer molecules. Cells were mixed and treated with different combinations of inputs (12.5 �M Gz�F, 12.5 �M Ca�F and 12.5 �M
Pb�F) and, as indicated, with combinations of reprogrammer molecules (0.5 �M EST, 1 �M PRO and 350 �M DEX). After 6 h of computation, the
percentage of GFP-positive cells was analyzed using flow cytometry. Data represent the mean and standard error of three independent experiments.
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Figure 6. A pluripotential device can be reprogrammed to implement specific circuits such as a 3-bit adder or a multiplexor 2 to 1. (A) Scheme of the
pluripotential device comprising 4 chambers. As in Figure 5, the input layer consists of the library of RIL cells, and the output layer is formed by OL1
cells. All 4 chambers have the same set of cells, which can be reprogrammed differently depending on the reprogrammer molecules present. (B, C) Top
panel: Scheme of reprogrammed logic of the different cells in each chamber to implement the indicated circuit. All 4 chambers have the same set of cells,
which are reprogrammed differently depending on the indicated reprogrammer molecules. Logic representation of the implemented circuit (left), truth
table (middle) and the maximum fold-change of GFP-positive cells of the 4 chambers (right) for the different combinations of inputs is shown. Cells were
treated with different combinations of inputs (12.5 �M Gz�F, 12.5 �M Ca�F and 12.5 �M Pb�F) and, as indicated, reprogrammer molecules (0.5 �M
EST, 1 �M PRO and 350 �M DEX). After 6 h of computation, the percentage of GFP-positive cells was analyzed using flow cytometry and quantified
and normalized by the fold-change for each chamber. The highest value obtained from the four chambers was used to calculate the mean. Data represent
the mean of maximum fold-changes and standard error of four independent experiments.
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Gz�F), whereas Sc�F was produced in response to Ca�F
and Pb�F following ID logic (ID Ca�F and ID Pb�F). To
configure the RIL cells to achieve this behavior, only EST
was supplied to this chamber (i.e. EST = 1, DEX = 0 and
PRO = 0). Similarly, the proper configuration of the RIL
cells in the second chamber was ID Gz�F, ID Ca�F and
NOT Pb�F, which was achieved by introducing only DEX
into the chamber (i.e. EST = 0, DEX = 1 and PRO = 0).
In the third chamber, the wiring molecule is produced fol-
lowing ID Gz�F, NOT Ca�F and ID Pb�F, which was ob-
tained by introducing PRO in the chamber (i.e. EST = 0,
DEX = 0 and PRO = 1). Finally, the RIL cells in the
last chamber responded following NOT Gz�F, NOT Ca�F
and NOT Pb�F logics when the three reprogrammers were
added (i.e. EST = 1, DEX = 1 and PRO = 1). Once the
four chambers had been reprogrammed using the defined
molecules, all possible combinations of inputs were intro-
duced, and the output, i.e. GFP, was experimentally mea-
sured for each chamber.

The design of this biological device is based on the use
of multicellular consortia that are physically separated in
order to use only one wiring molecule to allow communi-
cation between the cells in the input layer with those in the
output layer. The spatial segregation also enables to use the
same inputs and reprogrammer molecules in any chamber.
For this reason, the production of the output is distributed,
meaning that the final output of the circuit is the result of
the combination of the outputs originated in the different
chambers (18). Consequently, the final output of the cir-
cuit is obtained by deciphering the maximum expression
of GFP from the 4 chambers for each combination of in-
puts. With the aim to standardize and facilitate the read-
ing of the circuit, the GFP values obtained in each chamber
were normalized by the fold-change of the maximum flu-
orescence of the chamber (details in Materials and Meth-
ods section). The experimental results shown in Figure 6B
indicated that the device was properly reprogrammed im-
plementing a three-bit adder circuit, consistent with the ex-
pected truth table.

In parallel, the same pluripotential device was repro-
grammed to a 2-to-1 multiplexer (Figure 6C). As in the pre-
vious circuit, 4 chambers were also required. The config-
uration of the first chamber was ID Gz�F, ID Ca�F and
NOT Pb�F, obtained by adding EST = 0, DEX = 1 and
PRO = 0. The configuration in the second chamber was
NOT Gz�F, ID Ca�F and NOT Pb�F, obtained by adding
EST = 1, DEX = 1 and PRO = 0. The third chamber had
the configuration of NOT Gz�F, NOT Ca�F and ID Pb�F,
obtained by adding EST = 1, DEX = 0 and PRO = 1.
And the last chamber was NOT Gz�F, NOT Ca�F and
NOT Pb�F, obtained by adding EST = 1, DEX = 1 and
PRO = 1. Like the previous circuit, once the device had
been reprogrammed, all possible combinations of external
inputs were assessed. The experimental results indicated
that the computational device was properly reprogramed
and implemented the truth table corresponding to a 2-to-1
multiplexer. Taken together, the data revealed that a single
pluripotential device containing the same type of cells can
be reconfigured to respond with different complex logics by
only adding reprogrammers.

Reprogrammable circuits with a memory module to improve
digital responses

The implementation of complex circuits is associated with
an increase of the cellular complexity in the consortia,
which affects the digital behavior of the circuits. To im-
prove the output response of complex circuits, we imple-
mented a memory module in the output layer. The use of
a memory allows storing the output of the different inter-
nal states of input layer in a predictable manner and sus-
tained over the time. In order to follow the architecture of
multicellular reprogrammable circuits described in Figure
1A, the memory module implements the inverted logic. This
can be achieved with a multicellular memory implementing
a double-negative feedback loop as the one previously de-
scribed in (19). This memory is based on the use of two NOT
cells inhibiting each other by the production of two extra-
cellular molecules. In addition, the output of the memory
module is secreted which can be collected from the differ-
ent chambers and detected with a reporter cell as the final
output of the circuit. To this end, we designed and imple-
mented two new NOT cells, NOT-Sc�F and NOT-Sj�F (see
Supplementary figure S12 for details on the internal archi-
tecture) that constitutively expresses S. japonicus or S. cere-
visiae alpha factors respectively. No crosstalk of Sj�F l with
other alpha factors or STE2 genes used in the circuits was
observed (Supplementary Figures S3 and S7). The produc-
tion of the Sj�F l by NOT-Sc�F is inhibited by the presence
of Sc�F in the media, whereas the production of Sc�F by
NOT-Sj�F is inhibited by Sj�F l in the media. This dou-
ble negative feedback loop permits to transit from one sta-
ble state to the other by the presence of the pheromones.
In the absence of Sc�F, that is no wiring molecule from
RIL cells, the Sj�F l is generated by the NOT-ScaF, inhibit-
ing the secretion of Sc�F from the NOT-Sj�F and thus, it
generates the stable state on of the memory, which can be
read by the reporter Sj�F. The negative-feedback loop gen-
erated by Sj�F l blocks any production of Sc�F and keeps
the memory on (1 in Boolean notation). If Sc�F is produced
by the RIL cells of the consortia, it inhibits the production
of Sj�F l by the NOT-Sc�F and the memory switches to
an off state (0 in Boolean notation). Transfer functions of
NOT-Sj�F and NOT-Sc�F showed a clear digital behavior
that is even clearer when both cells are grown together (Sup-
plementary Figure S13).

The memory module was first tested in combination with
the three different RIL cells to assess the on and off states set
by reprogrammable cells. Each RIL cell was mixed with the
memory module and interrogated with the combination of
inputs and reprogramming molecules. The use of the mem-
ory module combined with RIL cells clearly improved their
digital behavior, especially in the off state (Supplementary
Figure S14), in comparison with the use of OL1 cell in the
output layer (Figure 3 and S8).

The use of the memory module was also tested by imple-
menting circuits with two inputs such as NOR, N-IMPLY
and AND circuits obtained by the reconfiguration of a 2-
input device. As shown in Figures 4 and S10, the 2-input
device can implement the different functions just by prop-
erly reprogramming the RIL cells. Here, the output layer
cell OL1 was substituted by the memory module in a single
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chamber. After incubation with the inputs and reprogram-
mers for 6 h, the media from the cellular consortia was re-
moved to eliminate pheromones (inputs, wire and memory
signals) and hormones (reprogrammers). Then the consor-
tia was let grown in fresh YPD for 16 h to fix the state in the
memory module and finally the supernatant was collected
and assessed with the reporter Sj�F. The experimental re-
sults using the combination of RIL1 and RIL2 cells (Sup-
plementary Figure S15A) or RIL1 and RIL3 cells (Supple-
mentary Figure S15B) showed good performance for the
three logic circuits analyzed, and clear improvement be-
tween 0 and 1 states. Almost no signal is detected in off
state and an abundant and consistent production of Sj�F l
is measured in the on state.

The memory module was also added in a single cham-
ber responding to 3 inputs. The different combinations of
reprogramming molecules were assessed in a chamber con-
taining the 3 RIL cells of the input layer and the memory
module. The output of the circuit was detected by a reporter
Sj�F cell in an extra output layer. The circuit was imple-
mented under the same conditions as Figure 5, but after
incubation with inputs and reprogrammers for 6 h, the me-
dia from the cellular consortia was removed. As before, the
consortia was let grown for 16 h to fix the memory and the
supernatant was collected. The fold-change of the reporter
Sj�F in the chamber was assessed. The experimental re-
sults showed good performance for every combination and
a clear differentiation between 0 and 1 logic states was ob-
served (Supplementary Figure S16).

Thanks to the improvement of the digital behavior ob-
tained by the use of a memory module in circuits involving a
single chamber, we designed and create a pluripotential de-
vice, as in Figure 6, responding to three inputs but now us-
ing the memory module instead of the OL1 in the consortia.
Here, as a proof of concept, we implemented two complex
circuits: a three-bit adder and 2-to-1 multiplexer circuits. To
set up the specific circuit in the pluripotential device we per-
formed the programming and incubation of cell consortia
as the circuits in Figure 6, with the only difference that now
the supernatant of the different chambers were collected
and assessed using the reporter Sj�F to quantify the output
of the whole circuit. The experimental results indicated that
the computational devices were properly reprogramed and
implemented the truth table corresponding to both a three-
bit adder and 2-to-1 multiplexer circuits (Figure 7). Of note,
there was a clear digital response of the circuit, much better
than when using OL1 cells in the output layer. Taken to-
gether, the data revealed that a single pluripotential device
containing the same type of cells can be reconfigured to re-
spond with a great digital response with different complex
logics by only adding reprogrammers.

DISCUSSION

Cellular circuits with computational capabilities have
promising applications for cellular computing in domains
that are not easily reached by electronic computers. Suc-
cessful outcomes in fields such as bioremediation (29), bio-
production (30) and targeted therapeutics (31) indicate that
cellular computers can be extremely useful. However, be-
cause of the broad range of potential applications of cellular

computers in complex environments, as happens with elec-
tronic computers, these devices should be flexible and able
to modify their own functionalities for best performance.
Reprogrammable cellular computers can provide this de-
sired flexibility. The possibility of reconfiguring a cellular
consortium is a characteristic of biological computers, of-
fering plasticity that is not conferred by electronic comput-
ers (21). In electronic devices, a computer architecture de-
scribes the fix structural relationship between different com-
ponents of a system and constrains how algorithms run on
it, while in cellular computation, the composition, inter-
actions or even logics can dynamically change to tackle a
range of specific problems. However, despite the area of cel-
lular computing has experienced significant development in
recent years, in terms of different implementations of cellu-
lar devices and multiple applications, the creation of repro-
grammable cellular devices has been much less developed.
The main objective of this study was to develop and validate
a general architecture for the creation of reprogrammable
multicellular devices in which reprogramming is performed
by means of external reprogramming signals.

In synthetic biology field, most standardization efforts
have focused on genetic parts, in silico design tools or
cloning practices (32). Several software tools has been de-
veloped to computer aided design of biocircuits (33,34).
Some of the software enables building circuits building from
different genetic parts, cell designs and after all, the im-
plementation of specified logic functions. To date, no gen-
eral methodology for building multipurpose cellular com-
puters has been developed. To tackle this knowledge gap,
this study presents a new approach to design and build
reprogrammable cellular devices. The proposed architec-
ture takes advantage of a multicellular embodiment. Dis-
tributed computation in multicellular consortia has been
widely demonstrated to be a powerful methodology to de-
velop complex logic devices with minimal genetic engineer-
ing (15,16,18–20,35). Cellular consortia have been used to
solve challenging problems such as 2 × 2 maze problem us-
ing multi-input AND gates (36), to generate a digital dis-
plays (37) or for the production of synthetic products with
metabolic pathways split in different cell populations (38).
Even though complex circuits can be created using one cell
(39), multicellular strategy overcomes most of the limit-
ing constraints present in single-cell implementations, low-
ers the burden on each individual cell, and offers a way to
more easily scale up the complexity of the computations
performed.

When distributed computation is combined with spatial
segregation (17), each cell of the multicellular consortium
must perform only the minimal computation, i.e. respond-
ing to external inputs according to ID or NOT logic. Any
arbitrary circuit can be constructed by integrating multi-
ple NOR gates into a single strain (40), but in contrast
with our ID/NOT approach, many genetic engineering is
required to generate each circuit without option to reuse
engineered cells for other circuits. As a given computation
in a spatially segregated multicellular embodiment is en-
coded in the specific combinations of ID and NOT logic re-
sponses performed by each cell, these devices can be easily
reprogrammed by simply modifying the logic of these cells,
changing from ID to NOT logic or vice versa. To this end,
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Figure 7. Implementation of the multicellular 3-input circuit with a memory module. (A) A 3-bit adder circuit and in (B) a 2-to-1 Multiplexer. In both,
in the top panel represents a schematic diagram of the logic of the different cells in each chamber after reprogramming to implement the indicated circuit
and the memory module. Cells in the memory module perform a double-negative-feedback loop. Both cell types respond with NOT logic inhibiting each
other by the production of two different pheromones. NOT-Sc�F cells produce and secrete Sj�F l �-factor mating pheromone. Reporter Sj�F cells sense
Sj�F l present in the medium and produce GFP. As in Figure 6, all four chambers have the same set of cells, which are reprogrammed according to the
indicated reprogrammer molecules. Logic representation of the implemented circuit (left), truth table (middle) and mean GFP fluorescence of reporter Sj�F
measured by spectral flow cytometry is shown. After 6 h of computation, cells were washed and the memory was fixed. Supernatant from the different
chambers was collected and the presence of Sj�F assessed by the reporter Sj�F as described before (for more experimental details see Supplementary
Figure S5B). Data represent the mean GFP (AU) and standard error of 4 independent experiments.
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here we developed a new library of engineered cells, based
on a general genetic architecture able to implement ID or
NOT logic. External reprogrammers allowed the selection
of the logic to be followed by each cell. Experimental results
revealed that these cells work efficiently and that reprogram-
mer signals can modulate the cellular behavior accordingly.
In distributed computation, cell to cell communication is
necessary, although some simple Boolean functions were
created with distributed design without a wire (41). Cellu-
lar communication in bacteria circuits has been done using
quorum sensing (42,43) conjugation (44) or specific com-
munication systems to communicate cellular circuits using
diffusible small molecules (41,45). In non-yeast eukaryotic
systems, the communication between cells is more difficult,
and it works better using 3D structures (46). Our model of
distributed computation and spatial segregation limits the
number of wire entities to only one yeast pheromone, facil-
itating the engineering and the reuse of cells. The use of dif-
ferent chamber also allows the reuse of the same reprogram-
mer and RIL cells, without needing numerous orthologue
reprogrammer molecules and extensive engineered cell li-
brary. Theoretical works demonstrate that increasing the
cell-to-cell communication could expand the number of im-
plementable Boolean functions significantly (46) but with a
payload of the need of multi-inputs cells with lots of genetic
engineering, and several orthologues wiring molecules. In
our reprogramming framework, complexity is distributed
across the number of cells and chambers, rather than tough
and time-consuming cell modifications. The limitation of
our design is that in cases where the use of consortia isola-
tion could be not applied, then a different approach should
be implemented and the number of wires will increase. Also,
we are aware that reprogramming requires the individual
access of each chamber. Since the cellular composition is
identical in all of the chambers within a device (pluripoten-
cial devices) the only way to change the function of a given
circuit is by selectively reprogram each chamber.

Based on described architecture, a universal repro-
grammable computational device was designed. This device
comprised the combination of identical chambers, which
held the same multicellular consortium, involving the RIL
and output inverted cells or a memory module. Our results
demonstrate that this pluripotential device can be repro-
grammed to perform completely different computations us-
ing the same cells. The codification of the specific computa-
tion to be performed was achieved by the introduction of
different combinations of reprogrammers into each cham-
ber, allowing the creation of cellular computers that can be
remotely reconfigured.

The development of circuits with memory is essential step
towards biological computation and decision-making sys-
tems. Long term memories can be obtained by DNA re-
organization using recombinases (47–49), however biologi-
cal memories where information can be stored and deleted
or modified are essential for computation. Here, we imple-
mented a memory module to improve remarkably the digi-
tal behavior of the circuits. The memory module is set with
extracellular signals, consequently the memory state can be
modified without need of cell engineering by addition of
external modifiers (19). The use of a memory module al-
lows for stable recording of the computation of each cham-

ber with a clear differentiation of on and off states. The use
memory also allows for buffered reading of the circuit out-
put, an essential enhancement for multi-chamber embodi-
ments.

Reprogrammable cellular devices offer enormous poten-
tial, and the approach presented in this study is especially
appealing because of its simplicity. To date, exploration of
reprogrammability of biological systems has been based on
the control of bacterial community composition (50,51).
Self-assembly DNA tiles can be reprogrammed to imple-
ment a limited number of 6-bit algorithms (52) but with-
out universal reprogrammability. Computational simula-
tions have demonstrated that a population of cells con-
taining a reconfigurable logic gate can be switched between
NOR and NAND logics (53) or multiple computations can
be performed by a cellular population (54). A reconfigura-
tion from OR logic to N-IMPLY by the use of dual-input
hybrid promoters repressible upon blue light illumination
is the only experimental example of reprogrammable logic
using cells (55). Our work demonstrates that the reconfigu-
ration of the logic of specific cells in multicellular consortia
can be used to generate unlimited number of distinct com-
plex circuits using the same biological ‘hardware’. Such re-
programmable systems could be used in a wide variety of
fields where direct access to the device is difficult. For ex-
ample, in the field of biomedicine, a growing number of
therapeutic applications rely on the use of cellular devices
implanted in the patient. The possibility of having cell im-
plants that can be reprogrammed externally to accommo-
date the patient’s varying needs may be of great interest.
Future work should be devoted to exploring other repro-
grammable embodiments for cellular computing and their
potential applications.
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